Hate speech is a specific type of online content that is designed to threaten certain groups publicly and act as propaganda for offline organizations. Hate groups use websites for sharing ideology, propaganda, link to similar sites, recruit new converts, advocate violence and threat others. The aim of this paper is to analyse the ways Nethate can be countered. It is written and argued in the realm of ethics, or rather applied ethics. It offers a discussion on moral and social responsibility. Unfortunately, this is a neglected issue in the literature.
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I. Introduction
The Internet has become an invaluable part of our lives. About a quarter of humanity, more than 1.7 billion people, use the Internet for social, financial, educational, medical, recreational, political and military reasons. It is hard to think of a single aspect of life that is not supported by the Internet. As access to the Internet became less costly and creating Web pages a relatively simple task, the number of Web sites and Net users has grown exponentially.
The Internet contains the best and the worst products of humanity. It is open for use and abuse. As the Internet provides cheap, instantaneous and decentralized distribution, multiple points of access, no necessary tie to geography, no simple system to identify content as well as tools of encryption, the Internet has become an asset for hate groups to transmit propaganda and provide information about their aims, allow an exchange between like-minded individuals, vindicate the use of violence, raise cash, legitimize their actions while demoralize and de-legitimize others. With the advent of the Internet, opportunities for disseminating hate proliferate.
Hate speech is defined as a bias-motivated, hostile, malicious speech aimed at a person or a group of people because of some of their actual or perceived innate characteristics. It expresses discriminatory, intimidating, disapproving, antagonistic and/or prejudicial attitudes toward those characteristics which include sex, race, religion, ethnicity, colour, national origin, disability, or sexual orientation. Hate speech is aimed to injure, dehumanize, harass, intimidate, debase, degrade, and victimize the targeted groups, and to foment insensitivity and brutality against them. Hate site is defined as a site that carries hateful message in any form of textual, visual, or audiobased rhetoric. The line-drawing of what constitutes hate is not always simple. On the one hand, statements that assert "Jews are money hungry," "gays are immoral," "abortionists are murderers," "Israel is an apartheid state," "niggers return to Africa," and calls to boycott Israel 2
The object of this Essay is to not to contest law. It is written and argued mainly in the realm of ethics, or rather applied ethics. It offers a discussion on moral and social responsibility. Unfortunately, this is a neglected issue in the literature. The prevailing discussions' raison d'être is freedom of expression from legal/New Media perspectives with little attention to the notion of responsibility. The Essay addresses the ethical problems rooted in technology in response to potential risks on the Internet. The
Internet is not the problem. The problem arises where it is utilized to undermine our well-being as autonomous beings living in free societies. This study focuses on articulating possible solutions to specific problems and on providing a framework within which these problems can be identified and resolved by accentuating moral and are all unpleasant yet legitimate speech. On the other hand, calls that incite violence against target groups fall under the definition of incitement; here the context is of harmful speech that is directly linked to harmful action. Thus, when we speak of hate speech we speak of malicious speech that is aimed to victimize and dehumanize its target, often (but not always) vulnerable minorities. Hate speech is fuzzier than incitement and concretely more damaging than advocacy. Hate speech creates a virulent We need to distinguish between legal, moral and social responsibility. Legal responsibility refers to addressing the issue by agencies of state power. In moral responsibility, the personal responsibility of the agent to conscience is at issue, with appeals to moral consideration. Social responsibility relates to the societal implications of a given conduct.
The interviews and discussions were conducted in English and Hebrew with more than fifty leading Internet scholars, security experts and human rights activists, usually in the interviewees' offices, sometimes in hotels, restaurants and coffee-shops, and sometimes at my office in the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, Washington DC. The interviews were semi-structured. The length of interviews varied from 1 hour to 2.5 hours.
After transcribing the interviews I sent them for verification and authorization.
Some of the security experts did not wish to be attributed. Their wish, of course, is respected. I retain all files with me.
II. Moral and Social Responsibility
Aristotle was the first to construct a theory of moral responsibility. The third most hated group is the conspirators, i. 
IV. Countering Hate
In the following discussion I wish to outline all that can be done to encounter Nethate.
One standard is not enough. Instead, we need to resort to a combined action that would provide ample socially-responsible answer to the challenges we face. We need to show that all human beings deserve respect and concern, all have dignity, and that a racially based society negates liberal-democratic values that we all hold dear:
Pluralism, diversity, individuality, liberty, equality, tolerance, justice. The AntiDefamation League of B'nai Brith has a web site about combating anti-Semitism. 45 Another example is the Nizkor project led by Ken McVay designed to combat Holocaust denial. 46 However, countering hate speech with more speech is not enough. It is irresponsible to assume it can be enough. Nethate is concrete, tangible and harmful.
Allowing hatemongers and racists to release their pent-up emotions in the form of speech, countering this with speech and thinking that this would not result in violence and that their targets will be much safer, ignores reality.
It is possible to set up a listserv to provide information and analyses to interested parties. Sending newsletters to subscribers, and posting informational web sites, are initiatives anyone can undertake.
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Education --As previously stated, we have a responsibility to better our society. Caring for one another, doing good and avoiding harm entails activity at primary and high schools designed to alert about hate on the Internet, its forms and attractions (music, video games, activities for kids); why racism is logically incoherent, empirically context where they were uttered. Thus, for instance, sites like Nizkor that frequently cite anti-Semitic materials in order to refute them will not be censored. Then human eye overseas those statements that were flagged out and filter out hate. Undoubtedly, there will be more filtering inventions as technology progresses in attempt to find the optimal solution that would block only the targeted information, no less and no more.
Install computer blocking programs at work and school --Governments at all levels employ between 30% and 60% of the work force. Public schools attract an even higher percentage of the school age population. It should be a matter of government policy that all government employees should not access hate web sites, unless the access is related to their work. Generally speaking, workers have no business with hate sites. As aforesaid, both the private and the public sector should adopt social responsibility norms. It should be an education policy that students, at least students at public schools,
should not access hate sites unless it is directly related to their studies. Employees and students should never send hate e-mails, harassing others with their hatred.
Another idea is to ask ISPs to conduct a two-tier monitoring. First, look for a string of keywords. Then checking them in the An insistence by employers and schools that employees and students not access hate sites during work and school would have a dramatic impact on the penetration of these sites. The mere statement of a hate site no access policy and no hate e-mail policy would be a stance against the promotion of hatred. 62
ISPS' responsibility -ISPs and web-hosting companies should develop standards for responsible and acceptable practices for Net users. IPSs' terms of service usually grant
The purpose of this measure is also to delegitimize and marginalize. It is a responsible statement against hate and for human dignity.
ISPs with the unilateral right and ability to block service to those who violate the terms.
ISPs are reluctant to do this as they wish to maintain business. They are for profit.
However, there were instances in which ISPs denied service, commonly due to violation of copyrights. When someone complains about copyright violation, the ISP will take the material off the server. ISPs are inclined to abide by such requests. 63 Quite a few ISPs, web-hosting companies and social networks also bar blatant taking proactive steps to prevent the presence of hate sites on their servers. That means, not only taking action after being alerted but taking active steps to block and eliminate such sites. As Aristotle claimed, choice is important, to make the right decision in pursuing desirable ends via appropriate just means. By "just" Aristotle meant conducive to the well-being of the community in which we live. Whatever responsible steps that corporations take to promote Net security, it is imperative that these steps should be transparent, clear, known and reasoned to the public. Liberties Union has criticized their attempts to pressure ISPs. 78 Civil liberties organizations equate tolerance with free expression, but even they recognize that free speech has limits. They do not countenance fraud, criminal conspiracy, libel, and child pornography. 79 What ISPs and hosting companies could certainly do is to provide a uniform channel for user complaints. Such a channel (which could be as simple as a link to the CyberTipline) could easily be placed on the complaints or customer service page of the service provider. 80
Omit or at least label hate websites from search engines --In 2002, Google, the world's most popular search engine, has quietly deleted more than 100 controversial sites from some search result listings. However, it did it secretly, without public discussion or explanation and, as a result, was subjected to incisive criticism. Most of the sites that were removed from Google.fr (France) and Google. One obstacle in the international efforts to fight against hate is that there are different definitions of hate. In Germany, for instance, scientology is considered as a dangerous cult. The German government maintains that Scientology is dangerous for its members and possibly dangerous for society. 86 In other countries, this is not the case. Hate speech aimed at reducing an identifiable group's rights or at instigating violence against it is not a legitimate form of political discourse. It does not further democratic ideals. To the contrary, destructive messages stratify society into competing camps rather than seeking mutual grounds for compromise designed to benefit all the various factions of the society while respecting the individual rights of its members.
Unrestrained bias foments disunion and endangers the civil liberties guaranteed under
This is another important milestone in the combat against hate. The implementation and enforcement of this Protocol, however, depends on resources assigned to this cause by the respective governments.
At the same time I would like to emphasise that legal measures are always the last resort. Remedies which do not engage the law should be preferred to remedies requiring reliance on the law. Only if the non-legal recourses fail should be we have recourse to law. the Constitution. More and more, the Internet is being used to undermine democracy by providing a far reaching medium for drawing together distantly situated hate groups. 97 The Internet's short history provides us a crash course in understanding why a balanced approach is needed to address and resolve conflicting freedoms. Here I would like to invoke Aristotle's Rule of the Golden Mean, that for every polarity there is a mean which when practiced are good benchmarks for a life of moderation. The more we see the golden mean in each polarity, the better we find the true benchmarks of a life of wellness. 98 People have the freedom to express themselves, within reason. Two underpinning principles, in the heart of liberal democracy, are respect for others, and not harming others. 99 Consequently, some limits need to be enforced. Ethics is not only a question of dealing morally well with a given world. It is also one of constructing the world, improving its nature, and shaping its development in the right way.
V. Conclusion
We should strive to uphold them also on the Internet.
The Internet is universal in nature but societies do not adopt a universal common denominator to define the boundaries of freedom of expression. These boundaries vary from one society to another, and are influenced by historical circumstances and cultural norms. Germany, Israel and countries that were under the Nazi occupation are far more sensitive to National Socialism than the United States, and rightly so. While the United States protects Nazi speech, racism and Holocaust denial, we would be most troubled if Germany were not to adopt restrictive measures against
Internet sites that promote National Socialism and that deny the Holocaust. 
